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Experimental realization of three-dimensional
indeﬁnite cavities at the nanoscale with
anomalous scaling laws
Xiaodong Yang1,2†, Jie Yao2†, Junsuk Rho2†, Xiaobo Yin1,2 and Xiang Zhang1,2 *
Metamaterials allow for extraordinary electromagnetic properties that are not attainable in nature1–9. Indeﬁnite media with
hyperbolic dispersion, in particular, have found intriguing applications10–13. The miniaturization of optical cavities increases
the photon density of states and therefore enhances light–
matter interactions for applications in modern optoelectronics.
However, scaling down the optical cavity is limited to the diffraction limit and by the reduced quality factor. Here, we experimentally demonstrate an optical cavity made of indeﬁnite
metamaterials that conﬁnes the electromagnetic ﬁeld to an
extremely small space. The experiments reveal that indeﬁnite
cavities demonstrate anomalous scaling laws: cavities with
different sizes can resonant at the same frequency, and a
higher-order resonance mode oscillates at a lower frequency.
We also demonstrate a universal fourth power law for the radiation quality factor of the wave vector. Cavities with sizes down
to l/12 are realized with ultrahigh optical indices (up to 17.4),
a feature that is critically important for many applications14–18.
The strong optical ﬁeld conﬁnement in optical cavities such as
microspheres, microtoroids and photonic-crystal cavities19–21 has
led to numerous exciting applications in areas including integrated
photonics, nonlinear optics, quantum electrodynamics and optomechanics22–25. Owing to the limited refractive indices of naturally
available materials, the physical sizes of these cavities are limited
to the wavelength scale for efﬁcient light conﬁnement. Most
recently, metamaterials with an ultrahigh refractive index (in the terahertz regime) have been explored26–28. However, the experimental
implementation of such a metamaterial at optical frequencies is difﬁcult because of fabrication constraints. Another approach for
achieving nanoscale optical cavities that makes use of nanowire
metamaterials has been theoretically investigated29. In this Letter,
we experimentally demonstrate metal–dielectric multilayer indeﬁnite metamaterials with optical refractive indices as large as 17.4,
which is far beyond that found in natural materials. With such a
high optical index, three-dimensional optical cavities with dimensions down to l/12 and unprecedented properties are demonstrated. Unlike conventional microcavities in which the resonant
frequencies depend strongly on size, indeﬁnite cavities support
exactly the same resonant frequency in cavities with drastically
different sizes as the result of their size-dependent effective
indices. The indeﬁnite cavity is found to scale anomalously such
that a higher-order mode will resonate at a lower frequency. In contrast to the commonly held principle, the radiation quality factors of
the cavities scale inversely with cavity size, and we ﬁnd experimentally that there is a universal fourth power law between the radiation
quality factor and the resonating wave vector.

The metamaterial structure consists of alternating thin layers of
silver and germanium (Fig. 1a). When the multilayer period is
much less than the wavelength, the multilayer can be considered
as an effective medium described by Maxwell–Garnet theory
(Supplementary Section S2). The permittivity tensor of such metamaterials is uniaxial and the real parts of its principal components
can have different signs, resulting in a three-dimensional hyperboloid iso-frequency contour (IFC) (Fig. 1b). A spherical IFC of air
with radius k0 is plotted for comparison (k0 ¼ 2p/l0). As a result
of the open-curved hyperboloid dispersion, the indeﬁnite medium
allows a wave with an extremely large wave vector to propagate,
and the giant momentum mismatch between the metamaterial
and the air causes total internal reﬂection (TIR) at the interface
(Supplementary Section S3). By cutting the metamaterial into a
subwavelength cube, a three-dimensional optical Fabry–Pérot
cavity can be formed with an effective refractive index given by
neff ¼ k/k0. Because, theoretically, extremely large wave vectors
can be achieved along the unbound IFC hyperboloid, the cavity
size can be squeezed into a nanometre scale.
Figure 2 shows the calculated cavity modes in indeﬁnite optical
cavities. The cross-section of the IFC at 150 THz was obtained
from a spatial Fourier analysis of ﬁnite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) calculations, which matches the effective medium calculation well (Fig. 2a). It is clear that the ﬁve cavities with different
size combinations (width, height) support identical optical modes
with the same resonant frequency and the same mode order
(mx ,my ,mz) ¼ (1,1,1) (Fig. 2b). The resonating wave vectors of
these cavity modes locate on the same hyperbolic IFC in Fig. 2a.
For conventional optical cavities made of natural materials, the resonant frequency of a cavity mode is strongly dependent on cavity
size because the available wave vector is limited to a circular or elliptical IFC in isotropic or anisotropic materials. In contrast, indeﬁnite
cavities with drastically different sizes resonate at an identical frequency as long as the resonating wave vectors share the same IFC.
This is due to the fact that, when the cavity scales down, the resonating wave vector increases along the unbounded hyperbolic dispersion. For example, an optical cavity with size (width,height) of
(45,30) nm, equivalent to (l/44,l/67), supports a wave vector of
k ¼ 39.5k0 for the (1,1,1) mode, which corresponds to neff ¼ 39.5.
Furthermore, among the ﬁrst ﬁve eigenmodes along the z-direction
for a cavity with dimensions of (160,150) nm (Fig. 2c), the higherorder mode is found at a lower resonant frequency, displaying
anomalous dispersion in relation to the mode orders due to the
opposite signs of the principal components of the permittivity
tensor. Such behaviour is also observed when using the effective
medium calculation (Supplementary Fig. S2).
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Figure 1 | Schematic of multilayer indeﬁnite metamaterial structure and its
hyperboloid IFC. a, Indeﬁnite metamaterial with alternating silver and
germanium multilayers. The permittivity components are negative along the
x- and y-directions and positive along the z-direction (obtained from
effective medium theory). A three-dimensional indeﬁnite optical cavity can
be created based on TIR at the interface between the metamaterial and air.
b, Hyperboloid IFC of the multilayer metamaterial calculated from the
dispersion relation (blue surface) and the spherical isotropic IFC of air with
radius k0 (green surface). The yellow dot located on the hyperboloid shows
the resonating wave vector k inside the cavity, which is much larger than k0 ,
indicating an ultrahigh effective refractive index neff ¼ k/k0.

The metamaterial cavities were fabricated by alternating layers of
silver and germanium (thicknesses of 20 nm and 30 nm, respectively). A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of cavity
arrays (dimensions, (170,150) nm) consisting of three pairs of
silver–germanium multilayers, as well as close views of three cavities
of different sizes, are shown in Fig. 3a,b. The side walls of the cavities
are tilted (758) as a result of the lift-off process in the electronbeam lithography step. FDTD simulations found that cavity
a

modes still exist in cavities with tilted side walls, although the
resonant frequencies shift higher (Supplementary Section S6).
The cavity modes were excited with a plane wave propagating
along the z-direction, with x-direction polarization for the transmission measurement in Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Figure 3c shows that the cavities with different sizes
resonate at the same resonant frequency for the (1,1,1) modes.
This phenomenon was observed for all three different resonance frequencies. It can be understood that, as the cavity size shrinks, both
kx and kz scale up simultaneously along the same IFC to maintain
the cavity resonant frequency. The indeﬁnite cavities therefore
have size-dependent refractive indices, a unique feature that does
not exist in conventional optical cavities where the refractive
index is not strongly related to the cavity size and a larger cavity
has a lower resonant frequency for a given mode order. Also, for
a given cavity, the (1,1,2) mode has a lower resonant frequency
than the (1,1,1) mode, thereby demonstrating the anomalous
mode dispersion. When the mode order increase along the
z-direction, a signiﬁcant increase in kz causes the higher-order
mode to oscillate on a ﬂatter IFC with a lower frequency
(Supplementary Fig. S6). In contrast, in conventional optical cavities, the normal mode dispersion entails a higher resonating frequency for a higher-order mode in a given cavity. The measured
resonating wave vectors for our indeﬁnite cavities agree well with
the calculated IFCs (Supplementary Fig. S6).
By measuring the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
resonance peaks in Fig. 3c, a total quality factor Qtot of 4 was
obtained for all cavity modes, which is dominated by the absorption
in the metal, as 1/Qtot ¼ 1/Qrad þ 1/Qabs , where Qrad and Qabs are
the quality factors from radiation and absorption, respectively.
Although the resonance peaks have similar widths, the transmission
depths for each cavity mode are different, which is related to the
radiation coupling strength between the excitation plane wave and
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Figure 2 | FDTD-calculated IFC of the multilayer metamaterial and mode proﬁles of indeﬁnite optical cavities. a, Cross-sectional view of the hyperbolic IFC
for 4 nm silver and 6 nm germanium multilayer metamaterial at 150 THz (bronze curve), which matches the effective medium calculation (white line).
The yellow circles represent the resonating wave vectors of the cavity modes shown in b, and the green circle represents the light cone of air. b, FDTDcalculated electric ﬁeld (Ez ) distributions of the (1,1,1) mode for cavities made of 4 nm silver and 6 nm germanium multilayer metamaterial with different size
(width, height) combinations but at the same resonant frequency of 150 THz. c, FDTD-calculated Ez distributions of the ﬁrst ﬁve cavity modes along the
z-direction for the (160,150) nm cavity.
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Figure 3 | SEM images and measured transmission spectra of indeﬁnite optical cavities with different sizes. a, SEM image (perspective view) of an
indeﬁnite optical cavity array (cavity size, (170,150) nm), with multilayers of 20 nm silver and 30 nm germanium clearly visible. b, SEM images of three
cavities with different dimensions — (135,100) nm, (170,150) nm and (200,200) nm—with two, three and four pairs of silver/germanium multilayers,
respectively. c, FTIR measured transmission spectra through an indeﬁnite optical cavity array with a 5% cavity area ﬁlling ratio for cavities of different sizes.
The three panels correspond to cavities located at three different IFCs for (1,1,1) modes with resonant frequencies of 205.5, 191 and 147 THz, respectively.

the cavity mode. It can be seen that the transmission depths are
shallower for smaller cavities with the same mode order, and
higher-order modes transmit more light (Fig. 3c). This indicates
that the radiation coupling strength is strongly dependent on
cavity size and mode order, which is determined by the resonating
wave vector. As illustrated in Fig. 2a, for a smaller cavity, the resonating wave vector is further from the IFC of air, so radiation coupling between the cavity mode and the incident plane wave is weaker
due to the increased momentum mismatch. The hyperbolic dispersion of an indeﬁnite medium supports very large wave vectors,
so the radiative loss of such cavities is strongly suppressed.
To measure the Qrad of the cavity modes, the absorption loss of
the metal has to be isolated. We used coupled mode theory30,31 to
retrieve the vertical coupling radiation quality factors Qrad,v
between the plane wave and the cavity modes within a unit waveguide channel based on the measured transmission spectra from
the cavity array (Supplementary Sections S4,S8). We found a universal fourth power law between Qrad,v and k: that is, Qrad,v ≈ (k/k0)4 or
neff4, for all cavities of different height, width, mode order and
452

resonant frequency (Fig. 4a). Because the wave vector is proportional to the mode order divided by the cavity size, a smaller
cavity or higher-mode order has a higher Qrad,v arising from the
larger momentum mismatch. Although the experiment measured
Qrad,v , the FDTD calculation shows that the total radiation quality
factor Qrad also follows the fourth power law, giving Qrad ≈
(k/k0)4 (Fig. 4b). Such a universal scaling law can be understood
by the fact that Qrad is proportional to neff/arad , where arad is the
radiation loss of the cavity mode due to TIR. The radiated power
can be represented as the integral of the k-space distribution of
the cavity mode over the light cone of air in three dimensions, so
that arad is proportional to k 23 (refs 32,33). Because neff is proportional to k, Qrad therefore increases as the fourth power of k
(Supplementary Fig. S13). This unique behaviour of Qrad in the
indeﬁnite cavity is very different from that in conventional dielectric
optical cavities with dimensions on a scale larger than the wavelength, such as in microspheres and microdisks, where the TIRinduced Qrad decreases when the cavity becomes smaller due to
the larger surface curvature leading to increased radiation leakage
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indeﬁnite cavities therefore open up new possibilities for nanophotonic applications in cavity quantum electrodynamics, optical nonlinearities, optomechanics, biosensing and optical communications.
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Figure 4 | Radiation quality factor as a function of the resonating wave
vector of a cavity mode. a, The retrieved vertical radiation quality factor
Qrad,v scales as (k/k0)4 or neff4, a universal fourth power law, for cavities with
different dimensions, resonance frequencies and mode orders. The cavity
sizes investigated include (110–185,100) nm, (140–215,150) nm and
(185–255,200) nm for the (1,1,1) mode, and (140–170,150) nm and
(185–210,200) nm for the (1,1,2) mode. Cavity area ﬁlling ratios of 5% and
10% are considered. b, FDTD-calculated total radiation quality factor Qrad of
a single cavity shows the same power law. The dashed lines are ﬁtting lines
for the coloured dots.

into the light cone of air. The indeﬁnite cavities also allow an unnaturally high refractive index, and a maximum value of 17.4 is
obtained for the (1,1,2) modes shown in Fig. 4a.
The demonstrated three-dimensional nanoscale optical cavities
made of indeﬁnite metamaterials have unprecedented anomalous
scaling laws, which are drastically different from conventional cavities made of natural materials. In contrast to conventional cavities
in which the size is limited to the wavelength scale, indeﬁnite cavities can be scaled down to extremely deep subwavelength sizes at
exactly the same resonant frequency due to their size-dependent
effective refractive indices. As cavity size reduces, the radiation
quality factor increases dramatically, following the fourth power
scaling law of the resonating wave vector resulting from the hyperbolic dispersion of the indeﬁnite medium. These unique properties
of indeﬁnite cavities will signiﬁcantly increase the photon density
of states and therefore enhance light–matter interactions. Such
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